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Audience 
STAR offers a unique opportunity in Scotland to 
exchange knowledge and best practice. 

The conference is aimed at everyone engaged in any 
aspect of transport including policies and strategies, 
research, strategic planning, development and 
appraisal, design, implementation and evaluation, 
maintenance, operations and management of services 
and projects. Participation in STAR will therefore be 
of value to everyone interested in transport issues 
and will provide the opportunity to learn from those 
working in a range of work areas within, and outwith, 
the transport profession. Participation will also provide 
the opportunity to collaborate on innovative ideas, and 
enable networking between researchers and a range of 
practitioners to continue to address the opportunities 
and challenges of the changing world we are in today. 

Format 

The conference will comprise plenary sessions and 
parallel themed sessions covering a diverse range of 
current transport topics and will conclude with a wine 
reception and prize-giving ceremony. 

Venue 
The Conference will be held 
in the Hamish Wood building 
of Glasgow Caledonian 
University.

Introduction 
Transportation enables connections and 
collaborations; playing an integral role in 
economic growth, social cohesion and physical 
and mental wellbeing. Market driven changes 
to transport have outstripped the pace of public 
policy change in recent years and transport 
innovation can now broaden its coverage 
to include more disciplines. Furthermore, 
learning from past practice can facilitate 
reapplication of proven approaches in new 
ways going forward. 

We invite you to share your ideas and knowledge by 
participating in the STAR 2018 Conference. 

Join us at Scotland’s only fully multi-disciplinary 
Transport Conference. STAR provides a unique 
opportunity for professionals from local and central 
government, private practice, the voluntary sector and 
academia to share knowledge and to learn from each 
other’s experiences. We invite your contribution from 
any sphere of transportation practice on such topics of 
interest, but not limited to, the following:

♦ Improving air quality
♦ Demonstrating local authority  

collaborative working
♦ Exploring mobility as a service
♦ Maximising sustainable travel in rural areas
♦ Making safe places for multiple users
♦ Creating liveable and inclusive environments
♦ Achieving meaningful change
♦ Learning from past practice
♦ Encouraging active travel
♦ Challenging restrictive regulations

The Programme Committee invites papers sharing 
knowledge, experience, best practice, research 
or innovation from across all areas of the diverse 
transport sector and contributions which address 
any pertinent transport issues. The Committee 
also welcomes the submission of ‘thought pieces’, 
details of emerging research or case studies which 
illustrate crossover to related fields. While papers are 
welcome from all we would also invite participation 
from younger professionals and those new to the 
profession. 

Let’s join together at STAR  
to shape transport for a changing world 

Right: STAR 2017 welcome 
address by Bailie Philip Braat, 
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If you would like to present a paper 
Papers are welcome on all topics across the 
broad spectrum of transport. 

If you wish to have a paper considered, please submit 
an abstract using the Abstract Return Form. The 
Programme Committee will review all submissions 
and select suitable abstracts for presentation as 
papers at the conference.

The Programme Committee consists of a variety of 
transport professionals drawn from all sectors with 
expertise in different areas ensuring that a wide 
range of themes can be covered. The final selection 
of papers and themes will be based on the abstracts 
received and will aim to offer an intellectually diverse, 
interesting and informative programme. 

Abstracts 

Your abstract (300 words maximum) should provide 
detailed information about the content of the paper, 
the nature and timing of the project on which it is 
based and the stage reached and/or outcomes likely 
to have emerged when the written paper is submitted 
and presented. 

The Programme Committee will assess the abstracts 
against four equally weighted criteria; 

♦ new ideas, innovation and novel practice; 
♦ relevance to the transport agenda in Scotland; 
♦ outputs, outcomes, results and lessons learned; 

and 
♦ evidence that the paper is based on robust in-depth 

analysis, research and/or project delivery. 

The papers which give the best balance of quality and 
interest in the programme based on the relevance to 
Scottish transport, strength of evidence base, level of 
innovation and coherence of argument will be those 
selected.

Authors must ensure that any necessary internal or 
external approvals are obtained before submitting 
their abstract. 

How to submit your abstract
Please use the ‘Abstract Return Form’ at: 
www.starconference.org.uk 

Completed forms should be sent by email to: 
abstracts@starconference.org.uk 

The deadline for the receipt of abstracts is 
Friday 15 December 2017. 

Pricing policy 
In order to attract a strong and representative 
delegate base, the organisers will set the conference 
fee at a very competitive rate. The fee for speakers will 
be 50% of the conference fee. (In 2017, the maximum 
conference fee was £185 + VAT). 

Sponsorship and exhibition 
There are opportunities to sponsor all or parts of 
the event such as a seminar session, leaflets in 
conference folders etc. In addition, space will be 
available for exhibition and displays at reasonable 
rates. If you would like a schedule of what is available 
please contact enquiries@starconference.org.uk 
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Veronica Allan  Transport Scotland (Chair)
Dr Mark Beecroft  University of Aberdeen
Russell Bissland  AECOM and Institution of Civil 
Engineers
David Connolly  SYSTRA and Transport  
Planning Society
Dr Neil Ferguson  University of Strathclyde
Paul Finch  Aberdeenshire Council and SCOTS
Alison Irvine  Transport Scotland
Susan Keenlyside  Fife Council
Tony Kenmuir  Chartered Institute of Logistics  
and Transport
Mic Ralph  Glasgow City Council
Steven Revill  Chartered Institution of Highways  
& Transportation
Ranald Robertson  Highland and Islands  
Transport Partnership
Professor Tom Rye  TRI, Edinburgh Napier University
Paul Sloan  Transport Scotland
Callum Smith  City of Edinburgh Council
Neil Sturrock  Strathclyde Partnership for Transport

PROGRAMME COMMITTEE
Emma Thomson  Glasgow City Council (Chair) 
John Binning  Strathclyde Partnership for Transport 
Richard Cann  AECOM 
Judith Cowie  City of Edinburgh Council 
Ewan Gourlay  Dundee City Council 
Derek Halden  Chartered Institute of Logistics  
and Transport 
Richard Llewellyn  Chartered Institution of Highways 
& Transportation 
David Marshall  Transport Scotland 
Rory Morrison  Transport Scotland
Paul Ruffles  Sustrans Scotland 
David Scotney  Board Member, Tactran 
Kathryn Stewart  TRI, Edinburgh Napier University
Archie Stoddart  Transport Scotland 
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